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The PLASMAK™ plasmoid (PMK), an ideally MHD stable plasma configuration, will account for many of the commonly observed characteristics which
crop up repeatedly in eyewitness descriptions of the natural phenomenon Ball
Lightning. The PMK model will be presented and examined in terms of these
observed characteristics after a few preliminary comments.

Lightning Formation
For the purpose of understanding the nature of Ball and Bead Lightning
and their formation, a brief review with an appropriate extension of lightning
theory is necessary.
Over most non-mountainous terrain lightning strokes originate with a
negative darting leader which establishes a narrow conducting channel to continually lower charge (electrons) as it propagates nearly to the ground. For the
initial stroke this occurs in a series of relatively short steps. Branches often
form, but usually one path dominates. A cylinder of charge is set up in the air
as electrons is sprayed radially outward from the tip of the step leader and
subsequently the following darts, due to the convergence of the electric field
onto the channel tip. These electrons are then yanked outward to a distance of
two or three decameters before they slow and attach to oxygen molecules. The
slowing is related to the reduction in the field gradient due to an increase in
radial distance from the tip and conducting channel. Once established, the
charge cylinder shields the central charge supply channel from further field
emission losses. The negatively charged molecules are quasi-stable and because their mass is much larger and diffusion rate is much lower, they effectively clamp further outward radial migration during the remainder of the
lightning stroke.
The cloud potential is lowered by this process so that the vertical gradient
field at the ground region under the descending channel increases sharply.
When the vertical field reaches the breakdown voltage of two or three Megavolts per meter, a positive streamer (arc) rises from the ground and meets the
descending conducting channel at a substantial fraction of lightspeed. This is
depicted in Figure 1.
From this point the description varies from currently accepted hypotheses regarding the nature and dynamics of the lightning discharge.
In presently accepted theory, the stored electric field energy is converted
to the characteristic light flash and thunder through ohmic heating of the
channel and subsequent expansion of the channel air by the discharge current of the lightning stroke. Unfortunately, this does not account for the nearly
total conversion (99%) of energy into the shock or acoustical components of
lightning and the exceptionally low transformation of energy to the flash or
light (less than one percent).
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It is the author's contention that the principal energy conversion mechanism is current related but is NOT ohmic heating. Instead, it is a very efficient
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) process in which currents are temporarily carried by energetic (relativistic) electrons so only a very negligible amount of ohmic heating occurs.
In this scenario, at the instant the return stroke reaches the descending
tip of a leader during one of its excursions and begins tracking back up the
leader channel, the cloud to ground potential is reoriented locally to become a
radial field with the field lines originating at the positive streamer and terminating on the charge cylinder. Because of the compressed distances and rapid
closing speeds, the gradient radial electric field is an order of magnitude
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FIGURE 1 LIGHTNING DYNAMICS
greater than what is necessary to establish an air breakdown (electron avalanche). Consequently, the charge cylinder electrons are ripped from their
moorings on oxygen and other electrophilic molecules and are accelerated with
greatly increasing speed between collisions. These electrons instantly runaway to relativistic velocities and are essentially collisionless for the rest of the
trip inward to the positive streamer. They close and intercept the ascending
return stroke.
As the positive streamer progresses throughout the remaining charge
cylinder and its branches, it collapses the charge cylinder and collects charge
in a sequence like falling dominoes. As the electrons in each vertical increment
section of the charge cylinder (ring) are discharged in turn, they follow a very
low inductance disk like path to the anode streamer. Consequently, the rise
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time for lightning has been observed in the tens of nanoseconds regime, which
corresponds nicely with the flight time.
The key to lightning channel formation of Ball and Bead Lightning has to
do with the magnetohydrodynamics occurring for the few milliseconds beginning with the time of the closing of the return stroke and descending leader.
As each vertical increment of the more or less axi-symmetric charge cylinder closes upon the advancing return stroke, the energetic runaway electrons
intercept and turn down the channel tip. This generates a flying tip of channel
segment with a colossal increase in current and an explosive production of a
dense surrounding azimuthal magnetic field. Since the adjacent air was
preionized by collapsing electrons from the charge cylinder the instant before,
and the rise time and field density are so extreme, an accelerating EMF sets up
a transient one to one image current (coaxial transformer) immediately outside
the surface of the stroke channel. This forms a conducting sheath that totally
traps the developing azimuthal field. Since the inductance of the channel segment is large with respect to the inductance of the disk path, the driving EMF
for the sheath current also causes its electrons to runaway to relativistic velocity. That is to say the reflected voltage driving currents in the sheath are of the
same magnitude as the EMF at the channel. The initial sheath current is substantially equal to the channel current.
Since each meter of channel length stores a megajoule of electric field energy or so, and the resistivity is essentially zero due to relativistic currents, a
megajoule of magnetic energy is generated in the space within the sheath. At
the outset of sheath formation the initial volume between the sheath and
channel is zero. Within a few tens of nanoseconds the currents could rise to
the point where the field exceeds five kiloGauss and the displacement of the
sheath begins. The megajoule of magnetic energy exerts pressure which converts most of its energy to kinetic energy of the sheath.
Once
accelerated,
the sheath ballistically moves radially
out-ward while at the
same time although
driven to exceptionally strong pressures
a smaller radial compression
displacement of the channel
inward occurs which
compresses
its
trapped axial field.
This is shown in a
cartoon in Figure 2.
Figure 2 Magnetically Driven Shock Wave
With an initial
fast rising magnetic
impulse generates a local EMF to drive the sheath currents to fractional lightspeed fully trapping the azimuthal flux within the sheath. Consequently, the
azimuthal field drives the sheath outward. It expands, radially displacing and
compressing air mass in a snow plow-like fashion, which adds to the shock
fronts mass and thus its velocity decelerates parabolically to the point where
the shock front no longer generates light. As this process continues the shock
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degrades to ordinary acoustic energy (thunder). Photographs of lightning bolts
are probably picturing the light generating shock and not the channel. The
shock produced light width could be a meter or so, while the return stroke
channel is one or two centimeters. As the sheath expands and the vacuum
field volume increases, a retarding EMF is generated which slows energetic
electrons to more thermal velocities. Consequently, energetic electrons are not
measured at the ground. Since the conducting sheath shields the channel currents at the outset, the peak currents in a lightning channel may not be correctly known.
The pinch effect in lightning has been considered a possibility for bead
lightning, and it has even been claimed to have been observed. This is not
likely. The earth's magnetic field is quite weak and has a sizable declination at
a large range of latitudes away from the equator. The amount of this flux,
which threads a circular cross-sectional area of a vertical charge cylinder (as
formed by a cloud to ground stroke), is larger there. See Figure 3. As the
charge cylinder is discharged, the runaway currents flow across this crosssection to the centrally located channel. But, because of their high conductivity and fast rise time, these runaways compress and trap this threaded flux
from the charge cylinder cross-section area into the cross-sectional area of the
central stroke channel. See again Figure 2. Only vertical strokes near the
equator or slant strokes which form a right angle with the earth's magnetic

Figure 3 Field Orientation to an Element of the Charge Cylinder.
field will not envelop a substantial axial field within their channels. This variable is depicted in Figure 3.
The "pinch effect" in which a self generated azimuthal field squeezes and
sometimes momentarily severs a plasma channel, cannot happen if that channel has a significant internal axial field. Pictures taken of possible lightning
channel pinches may instead be narrow obscurations of the channel by tree
limbs or power lines and the like. Incidentally, if the channel trapped axial
field is quite sizable, the stroke will have some resistance to bending. For vertical strokes, the larger the earth's field declination, the larger the vertical
component of the earth's field will be for trapping within the central channel's
axial field. See Figure 3. Perhaps that may explain the more straight, milder
zig zags and more direct paths to ground of lightning in Montana. This is in
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contrast to large looping forms of lightning that are seen quite often in the high
density lightning strike belt in Florida

Bead and Ball Lightning
Now all the elements are present to see how lightning might form Bead or
Ball lightning, or neither.
As an employee for Naval Ordnance Laboratory, the author had access to the
motion picture of the accidental explosively triggered lightning event which
terminated in the formation of a spectacular string of lightning beads. Other
such events have happened (Fieux, et al., 1975). When first discernible, they
ranged from a decimeter to no more than a meter and one half in size. In each
of the following frames the beads shrunk rapidly in size, with the smallest disappearing within a quarter second and the largest disappearing in not longer
than five eighths of a second. A number of them seemed to be associated with

Figure 4 Bead Lightning Event
the turning points of the initial stroke channel. A series of every third frame is
shown in Figure 4.
At the time that the bolt occurred, explosive shocks had already overlapped from three approximately equally distant (measured in the plane of the
water's surface) break out points during an underwater mine test. The sudden
raising of the salt water surface probably triggered the bolt. The overlapping of
the three shocks created an intense acoustic air density interference pattern
which formed a preferred series of twisted rarefactions through which the
channel was seduced. Several of these were helical. Thus the channel contained several spots of "lumped inductance". Since the total series inductance
was large, the channel rise time was greatly slowed. Consequently, more energy was stored in the lumped inductors and less in the driven shock. Under
MHD effects the helical section coalesced to form closed rings or toroids. With
the lack of energetic electrons, the resistive decay time for these magneto
plasmoids was only a few tens of microseconds, but since the energy along the
line was concentrated at these points, much greater heating was available to
the locally surrounding air. This resulted in the solid plasma balls of various
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sizes that were captured by the motion picture camera in later frames. Bead
lightning is very beautiful, and the beads observed on another occasion by the
author were dazzling in their brilliance.

Ball Lightning
If there is a single (or very few) occurrence(s) of (a) helical section(s) along
the lightning channel, then the overall channel inductance will still be very low
and the rise time sufficiently fast to spawn energetic electrons and an excellently formed sheath, as first described above.

Figure 5 Cutaway of Ball Lightning Formation
Due to the additional inductance per unit vertical length of channel, a
segment of the lightning channel in a helical shape will generate more local
flux just external to the channel. The added energy per unit length of channel
is entirely due to the poloidal component of field resulting from the circular
flow of current following the helical path. The plasma jacket or sheath surrounding the vacuum field of the helical channel segment is ballooned outward
by the associated increase in field pressure. This forms an outward bulge in
the otherwise cylindrically accelerating sheath. This is shown in Figure 5. The
ballooned sheath and attached unballooned channel sheath may have been
photographed as reported by Petrzilka (1967).
As the sheath expands, the helical stroke channel also changes dynamically. It has an accelerating contraction along its major axis, and tends to expand in the axi-normal mid-plane. Within tens of microseconds the plasma
loops contract to the point where they coalesce and form a toroidal loop. The
currents and internally trapped axial field reconnect during coalescence to
form a plasma ring which can relax to the Taylor state, containing both toroidal
and poloidal components of current and field. The image current in the sheath
responds to the change in helicity (pitch of the flux lines) and generates a
counter helical (barber-pole) image current in response. When the coalescence
is complete and the remnant axial lightning current in the channel is extinguished, the innermost edge of the sheath forms a current which is antirotational to the toroidal component of current in the plasma torus. There is
no image current to the internal toroidal field of the ring since it does not and
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never did it, at an earlier morphology, impinge upon the highly conducting inner surface of the sheath.
Finally, with the azimuthal field dissipated, the cylindrical portions of the
stroke collapse and extinguish, leaving a spheroidal magnetoplasmoid suspended in air continuing to exist off its considerable magnetic energy. The
Mantle and insulating vacuum field protects the Kernel plasma, and in turn its
high temperature cooling radiation maintains the necessary ionization in the
inner portions of the Mantle. In the case of Bead Lightning the excessively
slow rise time diminishes or precludes the formation of an energetic current
sheath, so that this sheath would disintegrate, allowing atmospheric air to
pour in and cool and release any otherwise trapped energetic currents. Without this conductivity the magnetic life time is reduced by five or six orders of
magnitude. That converts
magnetic energy into more
and hotter plasma via catastrophic ohmic heating. In
a well formed Ball Lightning, stability is aided by
the alignment of currents
and field lines in the Kernel
plasma, the ultra high conductivity of the energetic
currents, magnetic shear,
and a uniform pressure
over the external flux surface of the poloidal field.
This latter condition makes
the object omnigenous, and
that condition reduces energy losses as well as aids
stability. The model being
proposed here is that of the
Figure 6 A Tokamak
PLASMAK™ configuration.

The PLASMAK configuration
The quest for fusion forced science to recognize the views of ancient
Greeks that four states of matter exist, earth (solid), liquid (water), gaseous
(air) and fire (plasma), instead of just the first three. Fusion research may have
been a ploy used by some to seek easy funds from their governments to develop plasma science (Heppenheimer, 1984). Certainly, by far the major portion of funds spent in plasma physics has been tied to fusion research, and to
a lesser degree to space plasma physics. Secret investigations of very dense
plasma states associated with nuclear and thermonuclear weapons have also
been funded, but such information tends to be esoteric. Funding of plasma
science concerned with the plasma regimes of atmospheric electricity has yet to
be seriously considered.
An evolutionary path was struck by fusion plasma science in the development of magnetic fusion devices, especially the mirrors, Stellarators and the
tokamaks. The open mirror evolved to a closed Stellarator. This toroidal device evolved to a tokamak by conversion of the toroidal coil currents to a current within the plasma doughnut. It is at this stage of development that the
world effort is currently positioned. Funding of fusion is so large that simply to
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obtain slight scientific improvements in the major programs has placed almost
all other programs and new startups under severe pressure. The international
effort seems to have now collapsed back onto the 1960's tokamak (Figure 6).
The introduction of the Spheromak and PLASMAK™ configurations
(Koloc, 1977; Rosenbluth and Bussac, 1979) has provided the next two evolutionary generations. A bit of work
has been managed on the Spheromak in the United States and
Japan (Katsurai, et al., 1980), and
there is also some theoretical work
in Europe and a sizable classified
program in the USSR, a spin-off
from the work of Kurtmullaev
(1981). The Spheromak has both
poloidal and toroidal currents
within the ring; thus it eliminates
the need for large toroidal field
(tokamak-like) coils that link the
plasma ring. The Spheromak is
depicted in Figure 7; notice the
similarity to Figure 5 which shows
the plasma helix before coalescence and a plasma sheath instead of a rigid
conducting shell. The principal advantage of a Spheromak is that the plasma
pressure as measured on the toroidal axis is about ten or twelve times the
confinement pressure at the conducting boundary. IF that boundary is generated with image currents in a highly conducting shell and NOT synthetically
using magnetic coils, the Spheromak is ideally MHD stable. It was the fear of
many for a long time that a stable magneto-plasma configuration could not be
found.
The PLASMAK™ configuration is the omega point (final point) of this evolutionary track, since even the current bearing confining boundary is a plasma. That
means that a PLASMAK™ magnetoplasmoid has reduced the complexity of a
tokamak reactor device to a simple gas blanket supported magneto-plasma
bubble. It has all the advantages of the Spheromak. The additional characteristic of this special plasmoid is that the plasma currents are carried by
energetic relativistic electrons which give it exceptional conductivity, lifetime
and improved stability.

Characteristics
Figure 8 depicts a copy of the Schneidermann photograph of a Ball Lightning as reported by Norinder (1965). A PLASMAK™ magneto-plasmoid cut
away is depicted in Figure 9; it consists of a central plasma ring with its currents and fields as well as an insulating surrounding vacuum poloidal field
that is trapped within a jacket or shell of plasma. The ring and its currents
and field is referred to as the Kernel, and the highly conducting plasma shell
with its energetic electrons skating on a vacuum field / plasma boundary is
referred to as the Mantle (Koloc, 1980). Thus PLASMAK™ is a contraction of
the phrase PLASma Mantle And Kernel.
To be brief, PMK refers to a
PLASMAK™ magnetoplasmoid, and by extension to its naturally occurring version, Ball Lightning. The polar feature on the ball may or may not be observable depending on the amount of stray field (percentage of poloidal flux not
trapped by the highly conducting Mantle) and the thickness of the Mantle,
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Figure 8 Natural Ball Lightning
Figure 9
which can vary with the temperature (penetration power) of the bremsstrahlung (cooling) radiation from the Kernel plasma.
The commonly observed characteristics of Ball Lightning should be compatible
with what is known about the PMK/Spheromak model. Some of these will now
be examined, with reference made to excerpts from selected eyewitness accounts which are reported in examples or depicted in a few prints of photographs, sketches or paintings.

Energy
Since the PLASMAK™ configuration is a Spheromak topologically, the two
have the same magnetic energy (Bussac, et al, 1978) and pressure distributions. The field just inside the Mantle must support the atmospheric pressure
at equilibrium. That value is about five kiloGauss, or half a Tesla. On the
toroidal axis that value is sixteen or seventeen kiloGauss. The internal energy
of a Ball Lightning could easily be four to ten times that of the equivalent atmosphere. This does not include energy stored in atomic states, ionization or
chemistry.
"During a thunderstorm I saw a large, red hot ball come down from the sky. It
struck our house, cut the telephone wire, burnt the window frame, and then
buried itself in a tub of water which was underneath. The water boiled for
some minutes afterward, but when it was cool enough for me to search I could
find nothing in it.
(Morris, 1936
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This report of a ball descending into a tub of rain water and boiling the
water is interesting but not completely dependable since the size of the ball is
not given. Further, the measurement of the temperature of the water by hand
did not take into account that the water heated by the Ball Lightning encounter
could have been a relatively small portion, since the heated water would have
risen and remained very near the surface. A very thin evaporative cooled layer
could have reduced bulk cooling at the surface leaving a very hot-to-the-touch
layer just beneath. The "boiling" could have come from the highly localized explosive cavitation which would be similar to that generated by a red hot piece
of metal plunged into water and forms a thin insulating vapor layer around its
surface. Some of the gas released from the Ball Lightning under water could
have come from gradual deionization of the Mantle plasma and its subsequent
release as gas. Consequently, a more conservative estimate might consider

Figure 10 Evidence of Thermal and Magnetic Activity in Ball Lightning

only four liters to have been heated to boiling. This requires a little over a
megajoule. If a Ball Lightning based on the PLASMAK™ model has two thirds
of its energy in magnetic energy and the rest in atomic or chemical energy,
then that Ball Lightning would have had a crudely estimated diameter of eighty
centimeters.
Direct prolonged contact with the surface of a Ball Lightning can generate
burns and heating. In Figure 13, a copy of the Burndy museum sketch of Ball
Lightning clearly shows smoldering straw ignited by a very robust Ball Lightning.
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Lifetime
In a number of well known studies the lifetime of Ball Lightning has been
reported to be in the seconds to tens of seconds range. In the PLASMAK™
model, energetic currents of an MeV will produce seconds lifetimes, and ten
MeV currents can generate tens of seconds lifetimes. This dependence of a
PMK's life time on the energy of its electron currents is proportional to the
electron current's energy to the 3/2 power. Since the inductance of a PMK is
proportional to size, it follows that, excluding premature destruction by disruptions, the lifetime of a well formed PMK is also at least proportional to its
size. There may be an additional variance with size related to a yet to be determined correlation between the energy of the conducting electrons and size.
It is not so obvious how for a constant resistivity, the resistance varies with
size, since it depends upon the ratio of currents which are focused in at the
plasma vacuum boundaries where the densities are very low to the currents
flowing in the bulk plasma. This is because the thickness of these boundary
layers (affecting current cross-section) varies with pressure or densitytemperature and not size.
Certainly Ball Lightning persists longer than an air-plasma blob of a meter or
so in diameter as seen from the observation of Bead Lightning (Figure 4). Figure 10 is a sketch of the likely flow patterns and field surrounding the ball
lightning depicted in the Schneidermann photograph. This is used to demon
strate a lower bound on lifetime, the elevated temperature of the surface, and
magnetic characteristics of this Ball Lightning. The photo was taken in a North
by Northwesterly direction in northern Europe where the earth's magnetic field
has a declination of seventy to seventy five degrees. The Ball Lightning clearly
shows the protuberances of the PMK model, and their axis is aligned with the
earth's field. The sharp edge of the Mantle is caused by the clamping of electron thermal conduction by an embedded weak poloidal field parallel to the
surface everywhere except at the polar caps. At the caps the thermal electrons
are free to transport heat out along field lines with a large component normal
to the surface of the Mantle. This is actually helpful since it allows the Mantle
and field topology to act as a natural divertor.
In addition, it is clear that along the vertical axis a column of air is rising
which flows over the surface and gains velocity with height so that it erodes the
upper protuberance. This is due to thermal convection. The lower one is not
eroded since the velocity of flow at the lowest extremity is essentially zero. This
demonstrates thermal activity caused by a hot or very warm surface, and the
time that it takes to establish such a flow, several seconds, shows that the Ball
Lightning must have been in existence for at least that long.
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Magnetic Activity
An historical observation of a woman who was "chased" by a Ball Lightning at her own wedding was cited in an ABC television program by Arthur C.
Clarke and narrated by George Scott during 1984. The Ball Lightning "chase"
in this recounting could have resulted from the near neutral buoyancy of the
plasmoid and the natural tendency for light, airy objects to follow air currents
flowing from room to room as they course in one side of a house and out the
other. It would seem likely that the portals were open to ensure adequate ventilation for the guests. Additionally, considering the times and circumstance, it
is likely that iron (magnetic materials) in the form of dressing pins or "stays"
and wires in the supporting part of her wedding attire, including a fancy head
dress, could have had an attractive effect on the weak stray field of the Ball
Lightning, which is, by this model, a mild magnet. So if the theory is correct,
Ball Lightning may have been displaying its natural "magnetic attraction" for
the lady.
Occasionally Ball Lightning has been observed
to roll, spin and "hop"
over the ground. The
presence
of
magnetic
materials, such as embedded nails in flooring
or ferrite particles in the
soil, could account for its
general attachment to the
surface, and the variant
dispersal of these materials can explain deviations
in motion. In a PMK all
of these effects would be
due to field line tying with
its external or stray field.
A PMK would act as if it
were magnetized, as it is.
Professor Richman
was a scientist visiting
Russia from the British
Royal Academy for the
purpose of collaborating
in studies related to atmospheric electricity. Dr.
Richman was using a
long rod or pole "antenna"
which penetrated through
a hole cut in the roof so
as to collect and to measure the changing electric
field as low clouds would
pass overhead. See Figure 11. The galvanometer
Figure 11 A Lethal Ball Lightning Event
apparatus was used to
measure currents in a
gap in the pole about table level, while the "low" side of the pole on the other
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side of the gap passed directly into the ground. A lethal Ball Lightning was
formed in the gap apparently when a lightning bolt struck the upper exposed
end of the pole, and the gap apparatus was vaporized as the whole assembly
momentarily assumed the function of lightning rod. Unfortunately for Professor Richman, the stray magnetic field of the Ball Lightning was probably quite
large because of a slowly or poorly formed plasma Mantle (the external field
trapping plasma conducting shell). It was observed to "bounce" off from his
hand or wrist, and then the deflected ball struck his forehead and exploded,
thus rendering Professor Richman instantaneously and fatally unconscious.
The physical concussion generated by the explosion was judged by a
nearby assistant to have been the likely direct cause of Professor Richman's
death. However, it is even more likely that the Ball Lightning's catastrophic
disruption generated a lethal and internal brain stunning electric current due
to a transient electromagnetic pulse. By the PLASMAK™ model this happened
when the normally trapped and focused energetic currents of the Ball Lightning were spilled out through a rip in the conducting Mantle boundary. Because of the million times shorter "L/R" lifetime of the remaining magnetic energy driving replacement thermal currents, the field collapsed in a microsecond
or two, all of which generated a lethal current pulse in the partially conducting
brain. The original disruption or tear could have resulted from impact with
Professor Richman's head or glasses. Proximity was no doubt a principal contributor to the dose of current received by the respective collaborators present
that fateful day. More is discussed on the energy and explosive decay of Ball
Lightning below.
Helicity of lightning driven fast rising currents in a galvanometer and its
associated fields probably "induced" or plasmatized to form the culprit Ball ll
Lightning. Ball lightnings have been formed by switch gear and may be of this
same mechanism. This is discussed further below.

Rays and Energetic Currents
Figure 12 is a color copy of a painting rendered by an artist from his own
memory which clearly shows a Ball Lightning at the moment of disruption. It s
force balance is achieved by the net inward force of the toroidal field with
plasma hows two tangential sheets or beams pouring out in opposing directions from a hows two tangential sheets or beams pouring out in opposing directions from a longitudinal rent in the Mantle. The longer beam corresponds
to dumping of the Mantle energetic electron sheet that is focused at the vacuum field-Mantle boundary. Here the electron currents confine most of the
magnetic energy internally within the Ball Lightning and maintain a net longitudinal orbit as they do so. The focusing at the boundary comes from a balance between inward electric field pressure by a sharp boundary sheath that
forms at the vacuum field-plasma interface, and the outward pressure of the
magnetic field. Of course, overall inward f ring acting upon the vacuum flux as
it links through the "hole" of the ring. In addition the external pressure of the
atmosphere results in fluid pressure through the plasma layer to the field via
the current/fields interaction. The painting also depicts the much shorter but
oppositely directed sheet of ions (probably mixed species) which are much
heavier with opposite charge and circulation direction to electrons. Such an
observation (as well as other "beamed Ball Lightning") can provide some important es timates on the energetics of the currents in Ball Lightning. This can
be done
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assuming that the runaways, once released, will travel ballistically and slow as
any dense injected beam of similar energy in atmospheric air. Inside the PMK,
these electrons are COLLECTIVELY accelerated and maintained by the gradu-

Figure 12 Rays from a Disrupting Ball Lightning
ally decaying magnetic moment.
"November 24, 1886. Maracaibo, Venezuela. . . .The occupants threw themselves on their knees and commenced to pray, but their devotions were almost
immediately interrupted by violent vomitings, and extensive swellings commenced to appear in the upper parts of their bodies, this being particularly noticeable about the face and lips. The next morning the swellings had subsided, leaving upon the face and body large blotches. No special pain was felt
until the ninth day, when the skin peeled off, and these blotches were transformed into virulent raw sores. The hair of the head fell off upon the side
which happened to be underneath when the phenomenon occurred, the same
side of the body being, in all nine cases, the more seriously injured. . . Another curious attendant circumstance is that the trees around the house
showed no signs of injury until the ninth day, when they suddenly withered,
almost simultaneous with the development of the sores upon the bodies of the
occupants of the house."
(Cowgill, 1886)

E. T. F. Ashby related a story which made the rounds of the fusion community that he had found evidence of induced radioactivity from collision and
disruption of a Ball Lightning with a fireplace in a homestead in the United
Kingdom. Radioactivity can easily be induced by relativistic currents above five
million electronVolts. Estimates for a larger air borne PMK is that it could trap
relativistic currents with energies an order of magnitude higher than that
threshold. In the account above evidence for soft X-rays is given, although the
damage could have been caused by nuclear transmutation by the electron currents captured by heavy ions that found their way into the plasma Kernel, perhaps at formation.
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Color, Hue, and Odor
Other external observations that give clues include such incidentals as
color, and the change in hue and brightness can signal its changing dynamic
state. Some have halos of purple or blues that are noticeable when the background illumination is subdued. Such halos are caused by the photoexcitation
of extreme ultraviolet radiation that penetrates the air for one to three centimeters.
Lightning Balls that float quite freely in the atmosphere are commonly
yellowish to red orange. This is because copious amounts of nitrogen oxides
and ozone are generated by combined effects of ionizing radiation from the hot
Kernel plasma ring and energetic currents at the inner Mantle edge, and these
in turn can produce other molecular complexes including the explosive gas nitrogen pentoxide. These gases easily capture stray electrons, become negative
molecules and can "stick" to the surface magnetic field and form a dense, blue
and green light-absorbing layer. Combinations of ozone and nitrogen oxides
can render a "sulfurous" odor which has been commonly reported.
Viewing optical radiation of a Ball Lightning coated in these gases filters
the light, rendering a range of hues from yellowish to deep crimson. If the Ball
Lightning is magnetically coupled to its local environs, this layer can be "blown
away" by a relatively gentle air current. In very still air a Ball Lightning has
been seen to have a line of reddish gas (probably nitrogen pentoxide) streaming
downward or "dripping" from its lowest extremity. In some cases Ball Lightning
plasmoids have brushed organic matter which has altered its color to a pinkish-red, probably due to the emissions from excited carbon. Green Ball Lightning has been generated by aberrant discharges across copper electrodes or
wire bus involving high current or large inductive electrical equipment (socalled Switching Gear Plasmoids). The observation that Ball Lightning generates O3 and NOx has been observed scientifically, as noted in the account of a
very fortunate sighting given below.
"An observation reported in unique detail was made in 1967 by Dmitriev, a
chemist with experience in plasma studies. The ball appeared after an intense flash of ordinary lightning and passed over the observer, who was
camped on the banks of the Onega River in Russia. . . The glowing mass contained a bright yellow-white center 6 to 8 cm in diameter surrounded by two
outer shells. Next to the bright core was a dark violet layer 1 to 2 cm thick,
and outside this lay a bright blue shell 2 cm thick forming the outer boundary
of the ball. The entire mass was somewhat oval in shape, a few centimeters
longer than it was wide. . . The witness reported taking four samples of air
soon after the ball passed over him with evacuated gas sample bulbs which
happened to be ready for use. Analysis of the gas collected indicated the
presence of both ozone and nitrogen dioxide in amounts much greater than
normal in air... Other gases usually found in air were unchanged in concentration. The observer noted a strong odor at the time resembling that produced by high-energy radiation in air. A transistor radio in the observer's
camp gave increasing static in the early stages of the incident, which soon became a continuous rumble of increasing loudness. The ball itself was heard
crackling loudly at close distance by the eyewitness. It left a trail of bluish,
acrid smoke which slowly dissipated. As it approached the thicker forest, the
globe collided with several trees and emitted violent sparks in six or seven
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such encounters. The collisions caused it to zigzag, and its color changed
from the original white to bright red. After remaining in view for 60 to 65 sec,
the ball disappeared.
(M. T. Dmitriev, 1969, as reported in Singer, 1971).

Pulsating and Modulated Light
Many pictures exist of what appears to be a pulsing Ball Lightning in
flight. These are probably time exposures of street light pulsing at one hundred twenty hertz (driven by 50/60 hertz AC), and the "flight" was caused when
the camera was inadvertently moved before the shutter was closed. It seems
unlikely that, if Ball Lightning can be explained by the PMK model, it would
pulsate in such a way that its intensity would vary essentially by one hundred
percent, as seems to be indicated in many of these photographs as presented.
Further, such modulation has not been reported by direct human observation.
That does not mean that a regular modulation (probably much slower) but at a
fraction of full light intensity does not occur. This can happen if the Kernel
plasma ring is precessing or tumbling, as could occur with line tying of stray
magnetic flux to a background earth's field, or other external and especially
varying magnetic influences. This particular effect may be more noticeable if
viewing the plasmoid through polarizing filters, as commonly found in certain
types of sun glasses, or from partially reflecting surfaces. This is expected because some of the source radiation will be polarized by field effects.

External Power Supply?
The above cited ABC TV program also included an interview with an observer of Ball Lightning on board an Eastern Airlines flight, the British radio
astronomer R. C. Jennison, and it is typical of many such observations and
demonstrates a number of unique properties. The Ball Lightning's external
stray field would naturally set up image currents in the conducting aluminum
skin of the aircraft as it drifted, driven by front to aft air circulation from one
end of the aircraft to the other. The resultant slight pressure caused by compression of the conserved stray field flux by the aircraft's metal skin would be
all that is needed to orient the ball on the axis of the aircraft. Since the Ball
Lightning was stabilized against lateral displacements of air flow, and mild air
flow over the Ball Lightning's surface would result, this would wipe off the
normally present buildup of the light screening nitrous oxide blanket. Consequently, this Ball Lightning, instead of having a yellowish or orangish hue, in
this case was a beautiful bluish color.
Professor Jennison referred to the "SCREENED" [meaning confinement
within a highly conducting enclosure constructed of materials such as metal]
aircraft, which was a scientifically significant statement. This is because a
"screened" object can NOT depend on an external source feed for auxiliary
electrical energy with which to maintain itself. Thus models of Ball Lightning
requiring either or both external electromagnetic and electric fields for continued existence are eliminated from consideration. On the other hand, a
PLASMAK™ plasmoid does not require continuous external energizing since,
due to its high internal energy from the outset, it has sufficient energy to meet
all but the most stringent reported Ball Lightning feats.

Brisance
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The ABC TV program cited above also reported a Florida observation of
Ball Lightning that was a somewhat larger than average orange ball with bluish
and violet halos. The halo is probably due to air excitation by extreme ultraviolet generated by the recombination of N++ and O++ and an air penetration
depth of one or two centimeters. The ball was reported to have been displaced
to the floor when the observer swung her fly swatter at it. The force of the fly
swatter probably created a localized down draft, or the iron wire in the mesh
and handle attracted the Ball, which resulted in the Ball Lightning being pulled
downward, where it momentarily "rolled around" and exploded with the intensity of a "shotgun" blast (very loud fire cracker).
It has been commonly observed that Ball Lightning terminates explosively
perhaps fifty percent of the time, and in some cases the explosion has caused
considerable physical damage. The scientific explanation of this is that Ball
Lightning has a high internal energy and is disrupted by contact with the external environs or because the re-ionization power weakens to the point where
neutrals invade and cause resistive disruptions. The PMK model contains
about an order of magnitude higher average energy density than the surrounding air. Interdiction and loss of the energetic electron sheet current at
the Mantle and vacuum field interface instantaneously drops the conductivity
and causes thermalization of the stored magnetic energy within a few microseconds. This immediate conversion of the remaining magnetic energy shock
heats the plasma, which is now no longer confined by the resistively consumed
magnetic field. A supersonic expansion wave results, which develops a sharp
front as it propagates through the portions of the Mantle containing nitrogen
pentoxide or other unstable and labile photo-compounds, and triggers their
explosive decomposition. This process enhances the brisance of the outgoing
shock wave. Since this particular Ball Lightning (Florida incident) was orange,
it probably did contain some peroxides of nitrogen.

Bounce
The generation of Ball Lightning on board electric submarines was observed when emergency bank switching was used to practice disaster diesel
engine startup procedures. Since in this exercise the current switched exceeded the rated switch loading when all of the electric submarine batteries
were switched simultaneously, the practice was only done once or twice each
year. In one design the switch was in a compartment on one side of the conning tower and was operated by mechanical linkages from the compartment on
the other side. A small tunnel or crawl space under the conning tower connected the two compartments. During the exercise, green Ball Lightning would
form in the switch box and then travel through the crawl space and into the
control compartment. The Ball Lightning would then sting the legs of the
switch operators as the plasmoid extinguished with a pop, which is probably
due to a milder form of the EMF or EMP effects that caused the death of Professor Richman. The greenish color was probably due to the excitation of neutral silver or copper vapor originating from electrode erosion during switching.
It would seem that chemistry of the elements is not the important factor in Ball
Lightning, but rather magnetoplasma effects.
James Tuck succeeded in producing and filming a Ball Lightning in the
laboratory. The problem that Tuck faced in exploiting his work on Ball Lightning was that he was in his retirement phase-out period at Los Alamos when
he started his project. At the time Ball Lightning was considered to be "impossible" by too optimistic an application of the "virial theorem" (Finkelstein,
1969), and therefore there was no follow up interest in restarting the work.
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The two rolls of film photographing the event were not developed until several
months after Tuck had left the laboratory's employ in 1970 or 1971. All but
the last of his experiments did not include the arc suppression gear, which
consisted of a large iron "C" shaped flux core ring with the switch placed in the
gap of the ring. Such an apparatus has the magnetic helicity and can generate
the EMF's necessary to form a PMK like Ball Lightning with energetic currents.
Tuck's last experiment produced a ten centimeter diameter, very viable, and
rugged Ball Lightning (J. Tuck, 1970), although this formation technique is obviously not efficient. The original film more clearly shows the ball bouncing
when it intercepted the floor. Bouncing means that the internal pressures are
larger than the surrounding atmosphere. It indicates, too, that the ball is super
stable and tremendously rugged, as is predicted by the PMK model. Also, there
was no evidence of a trail of metal oxide "smoke", as would be generated by a
rapidly burning chunk of metal, i.e. magnesium. The ballistic path of the object did not show a "parabolic track" as would be the case for objects whose
mass density was greatly larger than air. The rapidly moving object appeared
to be bluish white, and as was expected did not appear to build up a surrounding nitrogen oxide and ozone gas blanket.
The Ball Lightning did not fade; it was vectored downward at an angle
and bounced from the concrete floor like a superball, but its trajectory was
quite straight with a curvature in the plane of the floor that seemed to be pulling it toward the steel wall to which it was traveling adjacent. Compression of
the gas plasma boundary upon impact will cause deformation of the fields.
Because the fields are more dense the nearer the Kernel plasma ring, the system is Rayleigh-Taylor stable. The flux, which is compressed more at one side
of the Kernel, exerts more pressure so that the whole magnetoplasmoid bubble
is repelled intact. Soap bubbles are also stable, but only slightly so by comparison to a PLASMAK™ magnetoplasmoid. Although the pressure is higher
within a soap bubble due to the combined effect of the external atmospheric
pressure and the surface tension, it is just barely so. The average energy of a
PMK is many times the boundary fluid pressure.

The Future
Applications of PLASMAK™ technology to fusion are exciting. Simple gas
compression to liquid densities of the blanket surrounding a fusion fueled PMK
will assure a burn. Since temperatures required for the burning of aneutronic
fuels can be reached, the fusion energy can be absorbed in the dense blanket,
turning it into a plasma suitable for the generation of electric power using inductive MHD technology. Protium Boride isotope eleven can be made to burn
in just a few milliseconds, so the electric generator would operate with continuous power at fifty or sixty hertz. Burn densities of tens of thousands of
millions of kilowatts per cubic meter are possible. Of course, each PMK would
be compressed to only one hundred cubic centimeters or so. From understanding the simple phenomenon of Ball Lightning, we may be on the threshold
of a new beginning in which Mankind and his dominion is no longer chained
by gravity but will be free to move among the stars.
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In conclusion, the PLASMAK™ model of Ball Lightning would appear to
be a promising candidate to explain Ball Lightning. However, the mystery of
Ball Lightning will be truly solved when sufficient funding is available for experimentation based on various models including the one introduced here.
Substantial funding must continue until a model is found that can produce artificial Ball Lightning repeatably and the results can be shown to be identical
with the vast majority of reported observations.
My appreciation to R.M. Fujii and D. M. Cooper in getting this paper out
in order to make an earlier flight schedule.

Figure 13 Ball Lightning: A Wood Carving
(Burndy Museum)
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